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 The authorities in a part of China decided to 

introduce football as one of their sports. So 

they bought rulebooks, drilled the teachers in 

them, and told them to go out and teach the 

subject. The boys memorized the rules; the 

teachers gave lectures and even drew 

diagrams on the blackboard. Then there were 

written tests and almost everyone failed. 

They were discouraged. Then a young 

sportsman from Europe visited the place and immediately made out 

why their efforts had been in vain. “God bless heavens,” the visitor 

exclaimed, “You’ll never learn to play football from books. You’ve 

got to learn by playing…..” So he bought a football, took the boys out 

onto the field and within a couple of hours taught them more than 

they had learned in the last six weeks from books. 

Only when our teaching-learning experience will provide thorough 

knowledge, relate it critically to the social context, and develop 

personal and social competence, then, will we be able to form 

students as happy and successful persons and as agents of social 

change. 

Our quest for excellence has brought us to the 

second edition of the ‘Quest’- an edition that 

focuses on the various activities held at St. 

Joseph’s so far, the views of the newly appointed 

student’s leaders, views on the culture of time, 

importance of the rule of language in the academic 

set up and so on. Our school is a powerful place 

that ignites our creative imagination and gets each 

learner totally involved, thereby creating a 

healthier environment. The need of the hour is the cooperation and 

participation of all the stake holders –students, teachers, parents 

and the management alike, so that our quest for excellence and for 

something new turns our school into a dynamic setting that 

launches dreams and creates beautiful realities ….  
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The Deputy head girls and boys for the academic session 

2017 are Kashfiyah Malik , Aiman Manzoor , Harshdeep Singh and 

Dawar Qayoom respectively. They all  highlight and point that their  

dream in SJS to be leaders  one day has been realized. “Being chosen 

as a  leader is a responsible task and being the same in action is 

accountability. Hence leadership in words and action which will 

benefit all, is my aim” says  Kashfiyah Malik.  Dawar was very 

apposite in conveying that his accountability will be shown in be a 

loyal to his duties given to him. Every leader by his positive attitude 

towards his assignment leaves foot prints for others to follow. This is 

what Aiman wants to prove. Lastly, hand in hand we can achieve any 

arduous strenuous task. Harshdeep  Singh is very confident that he 

can be a role model in this area.   All the best. May your  dreams  be 

realized in fruitful way. 

 

 

 

               An interview 

 

Q: You were selected by your teachers 

what qualities do you think they 

noticed? 

 

A: We should call ourselves privileged persons as we have been 

selected by our teachers. Well, I, Mustafa, believe in right speech, 

modesty, sincerity and magnanimity and I, Sabiha in speaking the 

heart out . These are some characteristics which they must have 

noticed. We are privileged to be chosen. 

Q: Who inspired you both and what is your plan? 

A: The past Head boy and Girl, our senior students, who were 

nominated and elected as the first Head boy/head girl  of SJS .We  

believe that excellence comes from paying attention to little things. 

Eg. Personal and environmental cleanliness, stress on English  

language so long as one is in the school campus, encouragement in 

literary programmes, discipline , punctuality and to bring forth the 

hidden talents of our students.  

MUSTAFA TRUMBOO &   SABIHA,             Head Boy/Head Girl :  

                             Your legacy and footprints in SJS?  

 

 

 

 

A. An opportunity to serve with accountability and responsibility ( 

views of Deputies Boy/Girl) 

ARTICLES SECTION 

 



Q: What is the principle behind your action plan and how  can 

school  flourish in it ? 

A: The valuable support of management staff and students and a 

combo of refinement of heart and discipline of spirit. St. Joseph’s 

school already has a strong foundation. Hard work companionship 

and commitment among faculty, students and management can help 

the school to reach to its zenith. 

Q: Does responsibility shake or boost up your confidence or it 

segregates you from others? 

A: Responsibility of course boost up my confidence because learning 

we believe is not attained by chance. It must be sought for. Well, we 

are one among them  all. The feeling of shouldering responsibility 

however keeps us away from our  colleagues. 

Q.Is there any specific message you would like to give to the tiny tots 

of the school? 

A: Yes, Smile as it purifies the process of thinking. Dream big and 

the Success is sure as  it flows to those who have faith and self-

confidence. Give the best every day and eventually you will find 

victory embracing you at every step of your way. Hard work pays 

and maturity hands over responsibility to prove our worth.  

“In the exodus , I love you more”. What else would 

describe my feelings for you, Oh  alma mater then 

these beautiful words crafted by Agha Shahid Ali. 

SJS is just the “ love of my life”. It is much more 

than just a place of learning. I’ve grown with  it  

and hence it has become a part of me. 

“Owing to an ambitious nature, I have always 

been a respectful disciple of time. For respect to it is an 

indispensible necessity to success. Though there is judicious 

management of time I would love to see more accountability among 

teachers and students both to themselves as well as to each other”,  

articulates Umaid Ashraf XI G. 

“Time  will come and time will go, the seasons will change and it will 

show, I will age and so will you .. But these memories at SJS will stay 

strong and through. I here learn, laugh and live the best of my life “, 

says -Sousan Syed  XI Y. 

Views on “Culture of time”   for the 

students in SJS [Zara Shabir XI G]  



“No doubt SJS is the best school in the entire state. We see teachers 

and discipline- in- charges searching for  students who bunk classes,  

and try their best to limit wastage of time emphasizes Shah Faheem 

XI Y. 

“At SJS I learned lessons that helped me grow, gave me strength to 

face the world and made me capable to stand up for what I believe 

in. School life at SJS truly emits an aroma too strong to die down 

and too sweet to part with. Everything stands special and is  

valuable”,  uttered Amaan Bilal XI G. 

“Time teaches us to improve  and move with the trend of 

development  in all spheres. Thus teachers need to  update their 

subject matters, equipment’s and IT gadgets. Planning and 

execution of various activities needs to be polished so that the 

students and the school gives out its best to the humanity at large,” 

says Dawar X B. 

“Priority to discipline, hard-working staff and the ample 

opportunities provided by the school to the students are some of the 

peculiarities of SJS”,  highlighted ,Nafia Kakroo XB 

“It’s a privilege to be in SJS. Here the interaction with the teachers, 

the students along with the warm and pleasant atmosphere makes 

education as a learning process enjoyable”, points Madiha Trumboo 

X B.  

Communication is the essence of interaction between people 

and for that a common medium is the requirement of the day and 

the need of the hour. Even if there seem to be a mix and 

amalgamation of varied people, some avenue needs to be there to 

build a healthy rapport between these people.  

In a school set up English  language fills this abyss between 

students of sundry ,motley  of mental capacities among teachers and 

students. Here are some advantages of English as a common mode 

of expression between all those in the school campus.    Most of the 

teaching  materials are in  English.  

It is the most used language in the world at present. It is 

universal in  its media  which is vast quick. English  as a language 

has its own discipline for different ages in speaking, writing and 

reading . 

“ Rule of language in the school campus ‘’ its advantages 

for the academic growth: (Maya  9R) 

 



Therefore setting English as the  zenith of communication in an 

academic set up in a school atmosphere is the best and the prime 

option for all.  

 

1) Marathon Event :  

The marathon race was flagged of by  

SHO  Sanjeev Gupta from Govt. 

Degree college at 6.30 am. Nearly 200 

students from class 6th to  class 12th  

participated. It was a valued  moment 

to see the school principal himself 

running with the  participants. At the finishing end the first five 

from respective classes where chosen and awarded on International 

workers day. The enthusiasm and the commitment from the school 

staff and the students along with the parents is exemplary enough to 

carry as an imperishable memory.   Well done , thumbs  Up.  

2) Fun races class 4th and 5th :  

As a part of   co-curricular activity 

an arduous and interesting field 

track was laid down for the 

trackers. It was fun to see the 

snake like turning as the racers 

made their way on the track.. 

Hurray Sports department and the 

committee!!!  

3) Football coaching and tournaments inter class and 

inter schools in the valley: 

As the season of sports is swelling up in the valley , the school 

also laid its hands on getting  the school teams under different ages 

boys and girls, for tournaments within school and outside. 

Equipping self for the encounter much earlier is the hallmark of a 

good sports lover. Let’s play football !!!!! 

4) Basket ball coaching : 

An  opportunity given has to be made use of at that very moment. 

An organization volunteered to train the like minded students who 

had predilection for basket ball. The cold mornings could not stop 

the  enthusiasm of the basket ball fans. Now off to Play …. 

 

                       SPORTS SECTION : 

 



5) Cricket coaching  under 14,17 &19 

Cricket game  has stamped the minds and the whole psyche of the 

majority of  sports lovers. Students are ready to forgo lunch but not 

cricket game with the specific role during play. Captains are on the 

ground for toss…  

6) Girls under 14 football team: 

The girls  team, the  sole winner of 

the  football  cup ‘Kashir’ a tourney 

organized  by the central reserve 

Police department , made the 

school proud. It was the only team 

in the girls category. Bravo and 

hurray for the trainers and the 

team. Looking forward for more 

cups. 

7) Inter –class football fixtures : 

All study and no play makes ‘x’ dull. Therefore allowing he 

students to  refresh the minds, organizing  such sports fixtures that 

run through with a planned programme was worth an effort. These 

fixtures, games are in the final stages of reaching final end and two 

classes emerging as winner and runners up.  

 

1) Parliamentary debate 

Class 9th  

It was a war of words and a new 

concept in debating. Teacher  Shyla, 

Sr Tesin,  Um Romana  and Shahnaz  

were leading the steeplechase rivalry 

in this debating format. The students were selected, grouped, 

trained in pursuit of words and logic or arguments. It was a 

breathtaking fantastic superb involvement of both the debating 

parties. Here goes the thumping of the desk… 

2) Creative writing class 8th 

This activity was an attempt to break the shell of formal way 

of learning and allowing the broad mind to think freely and pen 

down the same. Many a students started well but were lacking 

systematization  of their thoughts. It gave us the hint  that we need 

B. CO CURRICULAR ACTIVITY SECTION : 



to trigger the minds to  bring something creative . Shall we now 

think broad outside the box? 

3) Calligraphy  writing class 7th  

Each individual is given by nature a special gift. This knack is 

further  trained as she/he enters the school portals. This activity 

gave the student an opportunity to  take time and neatly exhibit his 

innate talent. Let the hands do a little calligraphy exercise. 

4) Painting class 6th 

Multiple are the talents but they are all hidden or a few have  

shown it sometimes. It was not just painting but an emotion filled 

activity which brought out all the deep rooted art talent. 

5) Best copy books  random class 8th,class 10th  

 

So long as the student is in the corridors of the school, copy books 

are his only companions.  To make the students aware of this fact, 

an on the spot inspection resulted in telecasting the right message. 

Well done teaching flying squad of SJS! 

6) Inter class magazine contest:  

 

Learning is a process and it’s universal axiom. To give a 

hands on pragmatic experience this activity proved the best. What to 

curtail, add, modify, design including finance management proved 

to be down-to-earth incentive of learning. The final outcome of the 

class magazine was worth a million dollar. Congrats to all the 

publishers or compilers.  

 

7) Block wise assembly section : ( themes / participation/ 

decorum/ etc) 

Such endeavors are time 

consuming, tiresome and extra 

burdens on the students academic 

schedules. But if we  watch the 

organization and the 

presentations,  the allotted time 

and even day becomes less. The 

variety, staging makes one proud 

to have structured such an activity. Kudos class teachers and the 

students…               Waiting to see much more colourful thematic 

presentations of morning assemblies. 

 



 

 

1) Poem   ( Aayilah Ahmad  10 R ):  Thank You…. 

When I entered tears were shed, the same would be shed 

when I leave from each alphabets to the books I’ve read. 

I believe that He has a special plan for me special than anyone else, 

because if that’s not what the condition has to be I would have never 

been in  St. Joseph’s School.  

In kindergarten I learnt how you have to leave the feeding machine 

our parents have bought, because that’s not where we are meant to 

be. No , it’s not. 

And slowly I learnt the essence of life be it friendship or respect. 

I learnt that your words are sharper than knife. I learnt life’s every 

aspect.  

 And here  I am trying to express the glory of my school.  

And how could I express it on a page or two. If one thinks one can do 

that he/she is but a fool. To me its impossible to express a heartfelt 

thank  you…. 

2)  Pimple on a dimple ( Zara Zahoor 8 R) 

Oh my God, I have got pimples, on the  face of little  small dimples 

They are so red, as the witchy bed. 

They are so clear, as the baby’s tears 

They are so bright, as the crystal light 

They are surrounded, as they are rounded 

I hate them much as much as mad ditch 

They scare others, as we irritate our mothers 

They make me sad, as they are mad 

They just worry me , I don’t like to drink a cup of tea 

Oh my God! I have got pimples, on the face of little dimples 

I want them to be clear, because I look like a wolf bear. 

3) WHERE HAVE ALL THE WITTY GIRLS GONE?        

 ( Anna Hilal 8R) 

Where have the witty girls gone? 

Where have the pretty girls gone? 

When I see around, I see the boys, playing with their favourite toys. 

I think witty girls are in pain, 

Why  don’t they gain 

Witty girls are pretty but why they think they aren’t witty? 

Why isn’t their future nourished 

Why isn’t their future nourished  

                         STUDENT’S CORNER SECTION : 

 



Why don’t they flourished? 

 Witty girls are like pearls  

Witty girls are like switch swirls 

When they grow older, they get a new shelter, 

 Thus they cry and get shattered ! 

Witty girls are not playing , why are they always working ? 

Why don’t they have fun , why their life is shaped like a gun 

And boys are always like sun 

Why don’t they swirl, why is their life full of curls? 

Why are  they colourless, why are they lifeless.  

A. VALUES CHERISHED MORE  ( an précis ) 

Life is a Pandora of  uncountable entries. A few pieces from 

this mammoth collection are cherished. On the query ‘Which value  

one cherishes more and wants to live it by examples’ here are just a 

few examples : 

 Honesty and hard work and I shall live and  prove in my 

school curriculum  says  Daniyal Nazir Lone  and  Muskaan  ( 9B) 

 To give  and receive  self respect for all those who come 

across me, stresses Mansheen Kour 9B 

 To be a clean hearted person. Have no guile , duplicity  on 

self  points  Farzana , Ibrahim  9 B 

 To be truthful person even when nobody sees me or watches 

over me ,voices  

Shakir , Janessa Bhatt  9 B 

 To be a good listener to do good in spite of my  busy schedule 

and engagements  articulates Abijit Kour 9 B 

 To be punctual, disciplined for all  important  assignments 

especially school tasks pronounces Bushra , Owais 9 B 

B. MY JOURNEY FROM  LITTLE  TO BIG  (  Lubna 

Bilal  8B) 

Beginning with tender steps, stumbling ways and 

running nose , I entered the corridors of life 

wherein ups and downs highs and lows 

surrounded, 

Could not figure out things quickly as mischief  

bounded. 

slowly as I grew older and matured in thoughts , could find myself in 

a galaxy mounted. 

As early childhood went off sights the amazingly amazing world left  

me astounded, 



Piles of books and clusters of pens , the only joy to be overwhelmed.  

Bunch of genius friends and fab teachers, the only bond greatly  

strengthened. 

 Cautiously moving ahead by stepping stones, the only action 

making feelings matured 

Exquisite interactions and beautiful gossips, the only memories to 

be reconciled  

Bad experiences and good times bitter words and sweet smiles, the 

only treasure to be really treasured. 

Phenomenal science and Moral science, channelizing GK , 

magnificent mathematics and bamboozling Kashmiri , the only 

stress to be loved and honoured. 

Enlightening English, undiscovered Urdu , catering computer and 

sociable Science, the  only called toxins to be inculcated and 

absorbed.  

Motivating morals, tantalizing talks ,scintillating speeches and 

terrifying tortures, the only yummies to be gobbled. 

Experiencing ahead the same beauty and bounty, the only wish to be  

fulfilled … 

L: RESPECT  FOR LIFE  IS THE ESSENCE OF HUMANITY   

( Mahdiya Maqbool 8 G) 

 The grandeur nature outside human life is speechless, but it 

helps to depict  portray human life in many a  aspects. The beautiful 

colours demonstrate all the inner and the outer emotions 

experienced by each human beings.  

Nature things, objects are used in homes , revered places as 

signs to  illustrate what we are doing at that very moment. Thus only 

giving one sided view of what is perceived at particular time  is 

equally giving a dis respect to the speechless nature.  

Thus human beings who use this speechless nature things to  speak 

out his inner most aspects  can be pointed as this or that, belongs to 

this spiritual view or that… 

Above all we can’t go inside the mind and heart of each 

individual to pin point certain specifics. Let’s respect each other 

opinion  and live happily… other wise like  water melon which  has 

two or more  dominant colours may pose a puzzle that may have 

unending responses…… Hence giving respect for life when alive is 

good, better and best option… let’s  show it how life is worth for one 

and all we can’t play with others lives as we don’t  allow others to 

play with ours . Shall we !!!! 
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